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Abstract 
The contribution made by authors in a calculation of a cube of a number includes the digital architectures 
leading to a computation of cube of an 8- bit binary number which produces the result with reduced hardware 
utilization on FPGA. The cube is a prominent operation required in many mathematical operations, signal and 
digital image processing applications. The cube also required in many cryptographic applications as well as 
trigon arithmetic operations such as taylor series and Mclauren series. The conventional method of finding the 
cube of a number is faster but required dedicated multiplier block on FPGA and or a large amount of  digital 
gate level resource. The architectural novelty is proposed which can be used at gate level as well as algorithmic 
level. The cube proposed by authors include features of Vedic mathematics Anurupya sutra, Vertical and 
crosswise sutra also used, leading to a new better architecture. The cube operation is carried out in VHDL and is 
compared over conventional as well as Vertical and crosswise based multiplier architectures and provide out 
better in terms of area and speed optimization. The targeted device used is Spartan XC3S400PQ208 on Xilinx 
platform.It is observed that the area optimization is achieved with proposed architecture at 2131 gate count 
compared over 2250 with Vertical and crosswise based cube operation and 8000 gate count with conventional 
cube calculation method whereas speed enhancement registered over Vertical and crosswise method as proposed 
method reports 38.348 ns and second one report 43.309 ns.   
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Introduction  
The cube of a number is mathematically its third power, means if b is a number then its cube is the number b 
multiplier by itself three times. And the result is represented as given in equation 1.  
b3 = b × b × b.                                     (1) 
And the same is calculated as a square of a number multiplied by b directly as given in equation 2. 
b3 = b × b2.                                              (2)   
The same equations is also a formula for calculating the volume of a cuboid shape with having length, breadth, 
and height as b. Cube is an odd function as its output is as given in equation 3. 
(−b)3 = −(b3).                                   (3) 
As the cube is an odd function it gives the graph which is a parabola in nature and is plotted against b verses b3 

as shown in Fig 1. The graph shows that the curve has no axis of symmetry. 
 

 
Fig 1: Cube Parabola 

 
A positive integer b is a perfect cube in geometrical point of view when its possible to arrange b solid cube units 
into a larger cube.  
Example, 27 small cubes can make a large cube as 3 × 3 × 3 = 27. The consecutive cube numbers differce by 
expressed as follows: 
b3 − (b − 1)3 = 3(b − 1)b + 1. Or (b + 1)3 − b3 = 3(b + 1)b + 1. 
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Finding cube of a number is an arithmetic operation which is today part of many digital systems. The 
application of cube of a number is in digital signal processing applications which include pattern recognition, 
image compression and so on[7]. Cube operation is also used in cryptography algorithms, graphics processors, 
The cube calculation is required in Taylors series and Mclaurens series for calculation of Trigon aritmetics[7]. 
 
Methodolgy 
1. Conventional Method: Parallel Cube Algorithm 
Almost in all the calculations, the multiplier unit is used to calculate the cube of a number so it may be in 
processors, DSP, DIP applications or in encryption-decryption operations. As the cube is required very 
frequently instead of using a multiplier to perform the operation it is best to use dedicated cube hardware which 
improves the speed of operations and reduction in power consumption significantly.  
A parallel multiplier unit was based on Vertical and crosswise sutra(VC) of Vedic mathematics (Vertical and 
Crosswise) proposed in [3] [14] having reduced area and higher speed of operation[4][5]. With the use of 
Vertical and crosswise (UT)[1][2] method of multiplication finding the cube of an 8- bit number is already a 
faster approach. Thus, there is a significant reduction in the device utilization, Further, a cube can be computed 
much faster than a cube with a normal multiplier. The standard multipliers considered are booths multiplier, array 
multiplier[10][12]. 
2. Proposed Algorithm for Calculation of Cube of a Number 
To calculate the cube of a given 8 bit number the anurupya sutra[8] of Vedic mathematics is applied on binary 
numbers. The proposed cube is based on the Anurupya Sutra of Vedic Mathematics which states “If you start 
with the cube of the first digit and take the next three numbers(in the top row) in a Geometrical Proportion (in 
the ratio of the original digits themselves) you will find that the 4th figure ( on the right end) is just the cube of 
the second digit”. The algebraic explanation is as follows: If a and b are two digits, then according to Anurupya 
Sutra[7][8].,  
(ab)3=                   
 
 
 
which is equal to (a+b) 3 and is used in the calculation of cube of a number. The number ab which is 8- bit is 
split into two 4 bits to calculate by the above method, as a and b. The Anurupya Sutra is applied to find the cube 
of the number. In the algebraic explanation of the Anurupya Sutra, it is required to calculate a3 and b3 and 2a2b 
and 2ab2. An example of how  Anurupya sutra  works is as given below. 
(15)3=3375 
 
 
 
  
(23)3=12147 
 
 
 
 
The cube architecture proposed is proveing an excellent reduction in hardware over multipliers with 
conventional method or event using Vedic multiplier in which the n bit multiplication can be performed. In 
continuation with the Vedic Anurupya sutra based method of finding the cube of a number, adding a VC based 
multiplier gives added advantage and anurupya sutra based method having a base multiplier as a VC multiplier 
is totally a new way to compute the cube of a number. Vertically and crosswise is the general formula applicable 
to all cases of multiplication of a large number. Consider multiplicand‟s digits be a, b, c and d. This is 
multiplied with p, q, r. The steps involved in a calculation of vertical and crosswise multiplication also called 
Vertical and crosswise based multiplier is as shown in Fig no 2 and 3. Fig no 4 shows the 4 bit multiplier based 
on Vertical and crosswise.  
 

a3+a2b+ab2+b3 
2a2b+2ab2 

a3+3a2b+3ab2+b3 
 

(15)3=  1     5       25    125 
                 10       50 
            3     3        7        5   

 

(23)3=  8    12      18    27 
                  24      36 
           12     1        4       7   
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Fig 2: Architecture of Two Bit VC Multiplier 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Fig 3: Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Multiplier also called Vertical and Crosswise (VC) Multiplier 

 
 

 
 
 

     
Fig 4: 4 BIT Vertical and Crosswise (VC) Multiplier 

 
The VHDL code is written for the algorithms of calculation of cube of a eight bit number based on conventional 
multiplication and Vedic mathematics VC based multiplier to calculate cube and Anurupya sutra based with 
inclusion of VC based multiplier to calculate cube and VHDL coding is carried on Xilinx tool for a targeted 
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device Spartan3 XC3S400PQ208. The coding style used is mixed mode style of modeling and results are 
generated module wise and then connected in an architecture. The results were generated are post implemented 
synthesis results. Fig No. 5 shows the flowchart for calculation of cube of a 8- bit number based on Vedic 
mathematics Anurupya sutra with VC multiplier.  The proposed work and its algorithm are coded in VHDL on 
Xilinx tool suite and post implementation simulation results were generated using for a targeted device Spartan3 
XC3S400PQ208. The design is optimized for area and speed using Xilinx 
 

 
Fig 5 : Flowchart of Calculation of Cube. 

 
Results and Discussion 
The results are tabulated below in Table no 1 for Cube operation of a 8-bit number based on a conventional 
method which shows the device utilization in terms of the number of LUTs and Multipliers utilized. 

Logic Distribution Used Available 
No of Bonded IO 32 141 
Number of MULT18X18 2 16 

Total equivalent gate count 8000 -- 

JTAG ggate count for IOBs 1536 -- 

Table 1: Device Utilization for Finding Cube of an 8- bit Number using a Conventional Method 
  
Fig no 6 shows the simulation result, 

 
Fig. 6: Simulation Result by Conventional Method 

 
 Fig no 7 shows the RTL generated by the code. 

 
Fig. 7: RTL Generated by Conventional 
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The results are tabulated below in Table no 2 for Cube of a 8- bit number based on Vedic mathematics VC 
based multiplier which shows the device utilization in terms of number of LUTs utilized. 

 
Logic Distribution Used Available 
No of Bonded IO 32 141 
Number of MULT18X18 -- 16 

Total equivalent gate count 2250 -- 

JTAG ggate count for IOBs 1536 -- 

Table 2: Finding Cube of a 8- bit Number using VC Based Multiplier 
 Fig no  8 shows the simulation result, 

 
Fig. 8: Simulation Result of Cube by VC Multiplier Method 

 
 Fig no 9 shows the RTL generated by the code. 

 
Fig. 9: RTL Generated by VC Multiplier Method 

 
The results are tabulated below in Table no 3 for Cube of a 8 bit number based on Vedic mathematics Anurupya 
sutra based cube operation with incorporating the VC based multiplier which shows the device utilization in 
terms of number of LUTs  

 
Logic Distribution Used Available 
No of Bonded IO 32 141 
Number of MULT18X18 -- 16 

Total equivalent gate count 2131 -- 

JTAG ggate count for IOBs 1536 -- 

Table 3: Finding Cube of a 8- bit Number Using Anurupya Sutra and VC Based Multiplier 
 
while Fig no 10 shows the simulation result, 

 
 

Fig. 10: Simulation Result for Cube Operation by Anurupya Sutra 
 Fig no 11 shows the RTL generated by the code. 
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Fig. 11: RTL Generated for Cube Operation by Anurupya Sutra 

 
The final Table no 4 and Fig no 12 concludes the comparison of cube calculation based on conventional and 
with the inclusion of VC based multiplier and a proposed method, where proposed method gives the best result 
when compared with the parameters such as are optimization. And also provides better speed when comparing 
with a 2nd method of calculation of cube.  
 

Logic Distribution Method 1 Method 2 Proposed method 

LUT’s Used -- 367 289 
MULT18X18 2 -- -- 
Equivalent gate count 8000 2250 2131 

Delay in ns 14.630 43.309 38.348 
 

Table 4: Comparision Analysis between Cube Operation by Method 1: Conventional , Method 2: VC 
Based Cube Operation and Method 3: Proposed Anurupya Sutra Based Cube Operation 

 

 
Fig. 12: Result Comparison  

 
Conclusion 
The cube operation implemented on Xilinx platform for a targeted device Spartan3 XC3S400PQ208. And the 
results  were generated for conventional method, cube calculation with VC based multiplier and cube 
calculation by Anurupya sutra with VC based multiplier. The results obtained are compared and it is reported as 
the proposed method is proved better compared with rest two methods when it comes to device utilization and 
for speed provides marginal benefits.  
The area optimization is achieved with proposed architecture at 2131 gate count compared over 2250 with 
Vertical and crosswise based cube operation and 8000 gate count with conventional cube calculation method 
whereas speed enhancement registered over Vertical and crosswise method as proposed method reports 38.348 
ns and second one report 43.309 ns.   
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